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The Internet of Things is...
Basically...

Things...

Devices with embedded computers

- Often without displays
- Reading physical sensors
- Controlling physical actuators
- Limited power, memory, compute

...on the Internet.

Communicating globally

- Variety of networking protocols
- Interface to existing infrastructure
- Autonomous operation modes
- Coordinated operation modes
- Part of a system

Think “system”, not “device”
IoT: Examples and Use Cases

**Industrial and Municipal**
- Factory equipment monitoring
- HVAC system monitoring/control
- Lighting systems
- Security
- Maintenance (wearable)
- Point of Sale
- Inventory tracking
- Precision agriculture
- Energy consumption management

**Consumer and Mobile**
- Health monitoring (wearable)
- Information access (wearable)
- Home security
- Delivery management
- Automotive monitoring
- Family status monitoring (wearable)
- Home maintenance
- Personal communication (wearable)
- Energy consumption management
Internet of Things (IoT) Systems
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Prototypical IoT System: Smart Light

A “smart light” is a prototypical IoT system: a simple device, but adding intelligence to it enables major efficiencies and opportunities.

Light Detail
- Light ID: LP340-0106
- Location: (50.759 N, 122.081 W)
- Control System: Moon Island PLC
- Lamp Type: 1 x Dali Cosmo White
- Power (W): 140
- Installation Date: 8/1/2011
- Model: GE Evolve LED
- Serial Number: KVM320-001
- Hardware ID: 05:01: AD:3E:44:00
- Status: Light Expiration Imminent

Schedule Service
A Smart Light Prototype

Using JavaScript* (in the form of both Node.js* and HTML5) and an Intel® Edison compute module we’ll be building a “smart light” prototype.
Why JavaScript* for IoT?

JavaScript* is in wide use

- Large numbers of web developers are familiar with it
- Well-documented with a strong ecosystem
- Already standardized and with multiple implementations

JavaScript is consistent with web programming and portable mobile apps

- It is used by HTML5, and HTML5 is useful for developing UI “companion apps” for IoT devices

JavaScript is well-suited to embedded device programming

- Supports asynchronous function calls and I/O
- Asynchronous calls are useful for event-driven hardware programming
- The Node.js* engine in particular has many useful features for both web services and embedded devices

JavaScript engines are high-performance

- Chrome* V8 is nearly as fast as C/C++! Fastest “high-productivity” language available.
- Recent developments, such as SIMD.js, even expose high-performance computation features
Why Node.js* for IoT?

Strong ecosystem and package management system
• Over a hundred thousand packages available via the npm package manager (www.npmjs.org)

Programming model well-suited to embedded devices as well as servers
• Event-driven asynchronous programming model, support for asynchronous functions
• Lack of explicit event loop means transparent power state management can be implemented
• Good support for interfacing to native C/C++ libraries

Community is already using Node.js* for embedded devices and robotics
• For example: http://nodebots.io/, Firmata, Cylon, JohnnyFive, ...

Web services can (of course!) also be built with Node.js
• A complete end-to-end endpoint/gateway/mobile/browser/server IoT solution is possible

Good documentation
• Both online and in book form, although to date mostly focused on web services
**Node.js** vs. **HTML5 JavaScript**

**Node.js**
JavaScript with bindings to C/C++ libraries and OS services

- Designed for “Server side”
  - Headless (no UI by default) services
- Asynchronous and event-driven
  - Nonblocking asynchronous I/O
- C++ Bindings (can call C++ libs)
- Communicate over variety of protocols
  - Including but not limited to http
- No built-in sandbox; **focus on functionality**
- Community driven module repository
  - Wide variety of modules available, including support for parallelism, computer vision, etc.
  - Automated download and install
  - Modules can include native components

**Browser (HTML5) JavaScript**
JavaScript with bindings to an HTML5 document/view

- Designed for “Client side”
  - Generate and control a *user interface* (UI)
  - Alter HTML5 document content
  - Control a browser (open panes, etc.)
- Communicates asynchronously using http
- Limited/semi-standardized hardware support
  - Depends on platform/browser
  - Ex: webcam, accelerometer, GPS
- Sandboxed; **focus on security**
  - Specific set of standardized built-in libraries
  - Other JavaScript-only libraries can be downloaded via http dynamically
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JavaScript* for IoT

Developer View

Intel® XDK IoT Edition
Development System
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Intel® XDK IoT Edition – Node.js* Application Development

- Edit Node.js* app
- Send app to device
- Run app remotely
- Remote debug
- Also provides convenient access to command-line interface on device via ssh or serial port
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Setting Up (45 min)

Setup Instructions specific to this lab: http://bit.ly/xdk-setup

- These instructions focus on only what you need right now
- Please group yourselves by operating system
- Start by copying folder from USB sticks being passed around to your desktop
- Then look in “Course/Install” directory specific to your OS

Summary: install drivers for the Edison on your computer, update its operating system and software, set up a development tool (the Intel® XDK IoT Edition) specific to Node.js on the Edison.

Network: SSID is “Solid”; no password
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Hardware Kit

Intel® Edison Development Kit
• Intel® Atom™ dual-core processor
• Arduino* compatible hardware interface adapter
• Yocto* Linux* based Intel® IoT Development Kit software

Seeed* Studio Grove Starter Kit Plus (Intel® IoT Edition)
• Base shield and collection of useful modules and cables

PLUS
• Extra micro-USB cable
• 12V power adapter
Seeed* Grove Starter Kit Plus Contents

- Set of useful Seeed* Grove modules with base shield, cables
- Micro USB-B to USB-A cable
- Not used for Edison:
  - RJ45 network cable
  - FTDI USB-to-serial cable
Hardware Assembly

- Intel® Edison module and Seeed* Grove shield attached to Arduino* adapter
- Push button on D2
- LED on D3
- Light sensor on A0
- Rotation sensor on A1
- 7-15V power connected
- TWO micro USB cables to computer
- USB selection switch toward micro USB host port
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Introduction to JavaScript

C-like syntax, but ";" are optional.

Strings:

'this is a string'
"so is this"

Declaring a variable:

var my_variable;

Points to note:

- Types are dynamic
- All numbers are floats
- **Scope is function**, not block
- Scope is generally static, except for 'this'

Objects and associative arrays are the same:

```javascript
dog['ear'] = 'up';
dog.ear = 'up';
```

Object prototypes cloned with “new” operator:

```javascript
dog = new Dog();
```

Functions are values. The 'this' variable can be used to refer to the current object:

```javascript
dog.raise_ear = function() {
    this.ear = 'up';
};
```

JSON-like syntax for object properties:

```javascript
dog = {
    ear: 'up';
    raise_ear: function (...) {...};
}
```
**Embedded Hardware Interfaces**

**GPIO:** General-purpose digital I/O. Can read or write 0's or 1's. Need to set direction (input or output).

**Analog:** Input. Senses a voltage between 0 and reference value (usually the power supply value).

**PWM:** Pulse-width modulation output. Rapidly switches between 0 and the power supply value. If averaged, approximates an analog output. Can also be used (if set to the right frequency) to control RC servos.

**I2C:** Two-wire (clock and data) half-duplex serial interface using a shared bus. Devices on the bus have fixed address and a set of registers that can be read or written. Each device has its own registers and interface specification. Speed: 100KHz and 400KHz.

**SPI:** 3 or 4-wire (clock, Tx and Rx data, chip select) full-duplex serial interface. Higher performance than I2C (up to 25MHz) but more complex wiring.
Embedded Hardware Interfaces
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Hardware Interface Libraries in Node.js*

**Intel-Developed**

**mraa:** Open source library for Intel® Galileo and Intel® Edison boards. Low-level access to GPIOs, PWM, and Analog IO ports. Developed by Intel Developer Relations.

**upm:** Open source, high level library for specific sensors and actuators that use mraa. Developed by Intel Developer Relations.

**iot-io:** Open source library for Intel Galileo/Edison boards. Uses an API similar to the Arduino* API. Also provides remote access via RPC. Developed by Intel Labs China.

**Third Party**

**johnny-five:** Open source I/O library with plugins for various boards including Intel Galileo and Edison boards. The Intel board support uses direct interfacing rather than going through Firmata when using the galileo-io adapter module.

**cylon:** Object-oriented, asynchronous open-source portable robotics framework.

**onoff:** Open source I/O library that can be used to manipulate ‘raw’ GPIO/PWM via sysfs interface.

**i2c:** Node.js* I2C library using sysfs.

**NOTE:** Using sysfs requires understanding low-level details of the board.
Hardware Interface Libraries in Node.js*
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MRAA Setup

```javascript
var mraa = require("mraa");

var button = new mraa.Gpio(2);
button.dir(mraa.DIR_IN);

var led = new mraa.Pwm(3);
led.period(1);
led.enable(true);

var knob = new mraa.Aio(1);
```

Load the module

Enable GPIO 2 (D2)

Put it into input mode

Configure PWM output on D3

Set period to 1ms

Turn on PWM output

Enable Analog input on A1
**MRAA Hello World**

```javascript
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push) {
        led.write(
            knob.readFloat()
        );
    }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

**Do something periodically**

- Read state of button
- If the button is pressed
- Read the knob state and write it to the LED

**Repeat every 0.1s (100ms)**
MRAA Hello World

```javascript
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push) {
        led.write(
            knob.readFloat()
        );
    }
}, 100);  // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

Do something periodically
Read state of button
If the button is pressed
Read the knob state and
write it to the LED
Repeat every 0.1s (100ms)
Assignment 1 (5 min; SKIP)

```javascript
setInterval(function() {
  var push = button.read();
  if (push) {
    led.write(
      knob.readFloat()
    );
  }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

This code really just updates the state of the LED based on the knob when the button is pushed, and ignores it otherwise.

The button does not actually turn the light on and off.

*Modify this part of the code so that the light is only on when the button is pressed.*
Assignment 1: Solution

```
setInterval(function() {
  var push = button.read();
  if (push) {
    led.write(
      knob.readFloat()
    );
  } else {
    led.write( 0 );
  }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

Do something periodically
Read state of button
If the button is pressed
  Read the knob state and write it to the LED
Otherwise
  Turn off the light
Repeat every 0.1s (100ms)
Assignment 2 (5 min; SKIP)

```javascript
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push) {
        led.write(
            knob.readFloat()
        );
    } else {
        led.write( 0 );
    }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

We don't actually want to hold the button down all the time.

*Modify this code further so the button toggles the light state on and off.*
Assignment 2: Solution

```javascript
var light_state = 0;
var last_push = button.read();
setInterval(function() {
  var push = button.read()
  if (push && !last_push) {
    light_state = !light_state;
  }
  last_push = push;
  if (light_state) {
    led.write( knob.readFloat() );
  } else {
    led.write( 0 );
  }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

Keep track of light power-on state

Do something periodically

Read state of button

If the button is pressed

  Toggle the light power state

If the light power state is true

  Read the knob state and write it to the LED

Otherwise

  Turn off the light

Repeat every 0.1s (100ms)
Assignment 3 (10 min)

```javascript
var light_state = 0;
var last_push = button.read();
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push && !last_push) {
        light_state = !light_state;
    }
    last_push = push;
    if (light_state) {
        led.write( knob.readFloat() );
    } else {
        led.write( 0 );
    }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

*Modulate actual light intensity by ambient light so the light is dimmer in dimmer light to save power.*
Assignment 3: Solution

```javascript
var ambient = new mraa.Aio(0);
var light_state = 0;
var last_push = button.read();
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push && !last_push) {
        light_state = !light_state;
    }
    last_push = push;
    if (light_state) {
        led.write( knob.readFloat() * ambient.readFloat() );
    } else {
        led.write( 0 );
    }
}, 100); // every 0.1s (100ms)
```

Need to declare “ambient” analog input on analog pin 0.

Then multiply light power by ambient intensity.
Summary: Programming the Thing

• Learned hardware interfaces for GPIOs, PWMs, and Analog Inputs
• Learned how to control these types of interfaces from MRAA
• Implemented a program that gives a thing a useful default behavior:
  - Toggle a light on and off when a button is pressed
  - Modulate intensity with a knob
  - Modulate intensity based on ambient light
• Have edited and loaded code with the Intel® XDK
  - Lets us debug the code
  - Makes code persistent (when board reboots it will be run automatically)
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Networking and Communication

• Physical:
  UART: Serial communication
  Wireless: Bluetooth®, Wi-Fi*, ZigBee*
  Protocols: TCP, UDP

• Modules:
  net: TCP sockets
  http: web protocols
  socket.io/shoe: websockets
  dnode: remote async function invocation
  mqtt: status and configuration
User Interfaces for Things

- Things don’t often have displays
- But IoT devices do have network connections (by definition)
- Users can be assumed to have web browsers and smartphones

**HTML5 can be used to build portable graphical UIs:**

- Can be installable “hybrid” apps
- Can be served directly from a thing
- Can be served by a cloud service
- Can run on smartphones or tablets
- Can run in browsers on larger computers
Letting a Thing Serve its Own User Interface

• In some cases, *if only a few users will ever connect to a smart thing*, it can make sense for that thing to serve its own HTML interface.

• *We will also show how to use dnode and websockets to export a object-oriented, asynchronous API to an HTML user interface.*

• A dnode API can even have callbacks, allowing very general communication between code in the HTML and on the thing.
Assignment 4 (3h; SKIP): Add a Web Interface

• Device should serve its own web UI
• Web UI should allow turning the light on and off
• Web UI should display the current state of the light (it should be updated if the physical button is pressed)
• Use websockets to communicate between the Web UI and the device
System Architecture

Interface Client (e.g., Browser) -> Smart Thing
- http request
- http response (JS + HTML)
- web socket/dnode request
- dnode API connection
Basic HTML5 Template for Smart Light UI

```html
<!doctype html>
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Light Control</title>
    <script src="js/ext/jquery.js"></script>
  </head>
  <body>
    <img src="images/off.jpg" id="light_button">
    <script src="js/gen/bundle.js"></script>
  </body>
</html>
```

- Simplified doctype for HTML5
- We'll use jQuery to get handles on objects
- This image is set by default to a light bulb in the “off” state, but we give it an id so we can manipulate it later
- The “bundle.js” script will be created with “browserify” from Node.js code and will contain our application logic
User Interface Client Script (client.js)

```javascript
var dnode = require("dnode");
var shoe = require("shoe");

var sock = shoe("/api");
```

Get some modules. We will use the “browserify” Node.js app to package these for the browser.

Connect to server websocket.

On device:

```bash
npm install -g browserify  # first time only

cd /node_app_slot/web/js

browserify client.js -o gen/bundle.js
```

On host (in web/js/gen directory of XDK project):

```bash
scp root@edison.local:/node_app_slot/web/js/gen/bundle.js bundle.js
```
var light_button = $('#light_button');

function set_light_state(state) {
  if (state) {
    console.log("turning light on");
    light_button.attr("src","images/on.jpg");
  } else {
    console.log("turning light off");
    light_button.attr("src","images/off.jpg");
  }
}
User Interface Client Script (client.js)

```javascript
var dn = dnode();

dn.on("remote", function (remote) {
    remote.state(set_light_state);
    remote.set_notify(set_light_state);

    light_button.click(function() {
        remote.toggle(set_light_state);
    });
});

sock.pipe(dn).pipe(sock);
```

Get dnode API and when page loads...

Get current light state

Set up notifier callback

update light state.

Indicate what to do when light button clicked.

Connect dnode server to web socket.
User Interface Client Script (client.js)
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User Interface Client Script (client.js)
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User Interface Client Script (client.js)

```javascript
var dn = dnode();

dn.on("remote", function (remote) {
    remote.state(set_light_state);

    remote.set_notify(set_light_state);

    light_button.click(function() {
        remote.toggle(set_light_state);
    });
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Get dnode API and when page loads...

Get current light state

Set up notifier callback update light state.

Indicate what to do when light button clicked.

Connect dnode server to web socket.
var http = require("http");
var ecstatic = require("ecstatic")
  (__dirname + "/web");

var dnode = require("dnode");
var shoe = require("shoe");

var notify_light = null;

Basic web protocol support
Basic web server that can serve static web resources to client.

Remote function call service
Web socket wrapper/emulator.

Keyword: Callback to notify client of changes in state; “null” value means it has not been initialized by client yet.
var api = {
    toggle: function(callback) {
        light_state = !light_state;
        callback(light_state);
    },
    state: function(callback) {
        callback(light_state);
    },
    set_notify: function(callback) {
        notify_light = callback;
    }
};

Specify the API interfaces.
Toggle light state, then return current state in a callback.
Read the current value of the light without changing it.
Register a callback to call if state changes.
Thing Behavior and Server Script (main.js)

```javascript
var serv =
  http.createServer(ecstatic);
serv.listen(8080);

var sock = shoe(
  function (stream) {
    var d = dnode(api);
    stream.pipe(d).pipe(stream);
  }
);
sock.install(serv,"/api");
```

Start up a simple static web server.

Listen to a test port (note we use port 8080 rather than the standard 80).

Start up a web socket server and install the RPC API on it using dnode.
var mraa = require("mraa");

var button = new mraa.Gpio(2);
button.dir(mraa.DIR_IN);

var led = new mraa.Pwm(3);
led.period(1);
led.enable(true);

var ambient = new mraa.Aio(0);
var knob = new mraa.Aio(1);

var light_state = false;
var last_push = button.read();
A slight change here.
Can you spot it?

```
setInterval(function() {
    var push = button.read();
    if (push && !last_push) {
        light_state = !light_state;
        if (notify_light) {
            notify_light(light_state);
        }
    }
    last_push = push;
    if (light_state) {
        led.write( knob.readFloat() * ambient.readFloat() );
    } else {
        led.write( 0 );
    }
}, 100);
```
Thing Behavior and Server Script (main.js)

```
setInterval(function() {
  var push = button.read();
  if (push && !last_push) {
    light_state = !light_state;
    if (notify_light) {
      notify_light(light_state);
    }
  }
  last_push = push;
  if (light_state) {
    led.write( knob.readFloat() * ambient.readFloat() );
  } else {
    led.write( 0 );
  }
}, 100);
```

Call any non-null notifier callback when light state changes.
Assignment 5 (25 min): Add a Blink Control

• Modify the provided example code (A4) to add a new web control to blink the light automatically.

This might be used for emergency signaling, for example.

• Extend the dnode API with a new state variable, blink_state (mimic the light_state state variable setup)

• Add a new button on the web page using the provided “blink_on.png” and “blink_off.png” images (mimic the code for the light image...)

• Modify the hardware control so that when the blink_state state variable is 1, the light should automatically cycle between on and off with a period of 2s (1s on, 1s off), but only if light_state is also 1

• The image of the light on the web page should also blink along with the physical light
Assignment 5: Solution

• For the solution please see the files in the A5 directory
However... There is a Problem

• Unfortunately, a single notify callback is only sufficient for a single UI client
A Single Registered Callback is Insufficient

• If multiple clients are used, the second callback registration overwrites the first one
A Single Registered Callback is Insufficient

- If multiple clients are used, the second callback registration overwrites the first one.
Solution: Multiple Registered Callbacks

• This leads to the “publish-subscribe” pattern
• A single “publish” event triggers multiple calls to “subscribers”
Publish-Subscribe

var subscribers = {};

function subscribe(cb, id) {
    subscribers[id] = cb;
}

function unsubscribe(id) {
    delete subscribers[id];
}
function publish(data) {
    for (id in subscribers) {
        subscribers[id](data);
    }
}
module.exports = function() {

    this.subs = {};

    this.subscribe = function(cb, id) {
        this.subs[id] = cb;
    }

    this.unsubscribe = function(id) {
        delete this.subs[id];
    }

    this.publish = function() {
        for (id in this.subs) {
            this.subs[id].apply(arguments);
        }
    }

};
Automatic Unsubscribe on Disconnect

```javascript
pubsub = require("./pubsub.js");
hub = new pubsub();

var d = dnode(function(client,conn) {
    ...
    this.subscribe = function(cb,id) {
        hub.subscribe(cb,id);
        conn.on('end', function() {
            hub.unsubscribe(id);
        });
    }
});
stream.pipe(d).pipe(stream);
```

Create a pub-sub hub

Create a dnode interface

Subscribe function automatically unsubscribes when connection ends

Connect to the socket
Automatic Unsubscribe on Disconnect

```javascript
pubsub = require("./pubsub.js");
hub = new pubsub();

var d = dnode(function(client, conn) {
    this.subscribe = function(cb, id) {
        hub.subscribe(cb, id);
        conn.on('end', function() {
            hub.unsubscribe(id);
        });
    }
});

stream.pipe(d).pipe(stream);
```

Create a pub-sub hub

Create a dnode interface

Subscribe function automatically unsubscribes when connection ends

Connect to the socket
Assignment 6 (15 min; SKIP): Use Pub/Sub

- Replace notify callbacks with pub/sub subscriptions for both light and blink update events
- Result should look the same but will properly support multiple clients
- A pubsub.js library has been provided in A5...

Solution:
- Look in A6
Periodic Publishing → Data Streams

- Generalized publish/subscribe model can also be used to stream data
- Here we have augmented the web interface with some graphs and dials that are updated regularly with a “status update” stream
- Still has a “notify” subscription for button push events
- All graphs and dials are implemented using HTML5 “canvas” functionality
Assignment 7 (3h; SKIP): Data Streaming and Viz

- Add status subscription hub and API
- Average down the knob, light, and led state data and publish status data every second
- Use meters to display the status data
- Add a strip chart to display the status over time
- Update the light display to show the apparent brightness before ambient adjustment

Solution is in A7.
Assignment 8 (10 min; SKIP): Add Ambient Sensor

• Actually, the previous picture is not really what you see when you run the A7 code

• The “ambient” meter is missing, and it's not shown on the chart

• Modify A7 to support the ambient sensor, following the code used for the knob.

Solution: Please see the files in the A8 directory
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Web Services

Server (using Express)

```
// Create Express application object
var express = require('express');
var app = express();

// Return some dynamic content
var time = require('time');
app.get('/time.txt', function(req, res){
    var now = time.Date();
    res.send('The time is ' + now.getHours() + ':
             + now.getMinutes());
});

// Start listening for connections
var server = app.listen(8080, function()
    console.log('Listening on port %d',
                server.address().port);
});
```

Client (using Request)

```
// Get the “request” module
var request = require('request');

// Make a request to a web server
request('http://192.168.0.3/time.txt:8080',
        function (error, response, body) {
            if (!error && response.statusCode == 200) {
                console.log(body) // Print the time
            }
        });
```
**MQTT Server using Mosca and MongoDB**

```javascript
var mosca = require('mosca');

var ascoltatore = {
  // Using ascoltatore backend
  type: 'mongo',
  url: 'mongodb://localhost:27017/mqtt',
  pubsubCollection: 'ascoltatori',
  mongo: {};
};

var settings = {
  port: 1883,
  backend: ascoltatore
};

var server = new mosca.Server(settings);

server.on('ready', setup);
// Called when server is ready
function setup() {
  console.log('Mosca is up');
}

// Called when client connects
server.on('clientConnected',
  function(client) {
    console.log('client connected',
               client.id);
  });

// Called when message is received
server.on('published',
  function(packet, client) {
    console.log('Published',
               packet.payload);
  });
```
```javascript
var mqtt = require('mqtt');

// Create an MQTT client (here using static IP of server)
client = mqtt.createClient(1883, '192.168.0.2');

// Indicate what topics we care about
client.subscribe('presence');

// Respond to message on subscribed topic(s)
client.on('message', function(topic, message) {
    console.log(topic, ":", message);
});

// Exit after 10s whether or not we get a message
setTimeout(function() {
    client.end();
}, 10000)
```

```
var mqtt = require('mqtt');

// Create an MQTT client (here using static IP of server)
client = mqtt.createClient(1883, '192.168.0.2');

// Indicate what topics we care about
client.subscribe('presence');

// Publish a message
client.publish('presence', 'Hello mqtt');
```
Extend Light to Publish/Subscribe with MQTT

Publish

```javascript
var mqtt = require('mqtt')

// Create an MQTT client
client = mqtt.createClient(1883, '192.168.0.2');

// Get my hostname
var os = require("os");
var hn = os.hostname();

// Check knob periodically, publish state when it changes
var knob_state = knob.readFloat();
setInterval(function() {
    var new_knob_state = knob.readFloat();
    if (new_knob_state != knob_state) {
        knob_state = new_knob_state;
        client.publish('light/' + hn + '/knob', knob_state);
    }
},100);
```

Subscribe

```javascript
var mqtt = require('mqtt')

// Create an MQTT client
client = mqtt.createClient(1883, '192.168.0.2');

// Indicate what topics we care about (anything about any light)
client.subscribe('light/#');

// Respond to any messages on subscribed topic(s)
client.on('message',
    function (topic, message) {
        console.log(topic,": ",message);
    }
);

// Hang around until killed
setInterval(function() {
    console.log("still listening");
},10000)
```
Streaming Data to the Cloud with AWS*Kinesis*

```javascript
var AWS = require('aws-sdk');
AWS.config.loadFromPath(
  "/home/root/aws_config.json");
var kinesis = new AWS.Kinesis();

hub.subscribe(function(err,status) {
  },"kinesis") ;  // publish ID

Set up AWS* SDK
Load AWS Credentials
Access Kinesis* sub-API

Create subscription for status stream

Send data to Kinesis*
Streaming Data to the Cloud with AWS* Kinesis*

var AWS = require('aws-sdk');
AWS.config.loadFromPath(
  "/home/root/aws_config.json");
var kinesis = new AWS.Kinesis();
hub.subscribe(function(err,status) {
},"kinesis"); // publish ID

Send data to
Kinesis*

var log_data = {
  'Data': JSON.stringify(status),
  'StreamName': 'Light',
  'PartitionKey': ...
};
kinesis.putRecord(log_data,
  function(err,data) {
    if (err) {
      ...
    }
  }
}
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Summary

- The Internet of Things combines internet and embedded programming
- Embedded things also need to interface with mobile devices and services
- Mobile devices can act as user interfaces to things
- One language can be used to program all of these: JavaScript*
- JavaScript is used in both Node.js* (services, things) and HTML5 (devices)
- A variety of libraries are available for hardware interfacing
- A variety of mechanisms and libraries are available for communication
- Things can talk to web services and even provide their own services
- The Intel® XDK IoT Edition provides a convenient way to program and debug both mobile devices using HTML5 and things using Node.js
Call to Action

What have you done?

• You have seen how to build a complete IoT system
  - Not just a single thing, but a thing talking to both interface devices and services
  - You seen how all this can be done using a single programming language, JavaScript*

• Javascript is not a “toy” language

• ...It is a power tool that can scale to thousands of devices and servers

What can you do?

Pretty much anything....

• Home automation and security systems
• Smart devices to manage energy or monitor the environment
• Swarms of robot minions helpers to do your bidding...
Additional Sources of Information


Additional Seeed* Grove sensors:
http://www.seeedstudio.com/wiki/GROVE_System

Node.js* home page: http://nodejs.org/

Other Node.js packages (over a hundred thirty thousand to choose from...):
https://www.npmjs.org/


Other references used in the preparation of these notes: next page
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- [http://nodestreams.com/](http://nodestreams.com/)
- [http://substack.net/roll_your_own_pubsub_with_dnode](http://substack.net/roll_your_own_pubsub_with_dnode)
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